In a tight spot without true zero-turning radius means more time and labor before moving on to the next job.

CLOSE-QUARTER MOWING—Mow and finish trim in one time saving operation. Grasshopper's out-front mowing deck coupled with dual hydrostatic power offers zero-turning radius maneuverability around obstacles and especially in tight spots...virtually eliminating excess trim time.

FULL CONTROL—Grasshopper utilizes the most efficient method of operation available today. It is natural and easy to learn. Two levers do it all, power can be applied to each independent drive wheel as needed for greater traction and maneuverability. Speed, direction, and braking are all controlled through the two steel shaft levers.

DEALER SUPPORTED—Get a quote from your local Grasshopper dealer. The low initial investment and parts backup make the Grasshopper an even more attractive addition to your mowing fleet.

NEW "QUIK-D-TATCH"™ VAC UNIT—Locked securely in place by one pin, the vacuum unit is easily removed or reattached without tools. You have increased versatility to conveniently go from jobs that require a grasscatcher to jobs that do not.

OIL-SEIZED VAC UNIT—For the lowest initial investment.

OPTIONAL ATTACHMENTS—"Quik-D-Tatch"™ Vacuum Grasscatcher, Snowthrower, Dozer Blade and Sweeper.

Invest a few minutes to save a lot of hours...Call or Write for Free Literature

YOUR NEXT MOWER

THE GRASSHOPPER COMPANY
BOX 637WT • MOUNT RIDE, KS 67107
(316) 345-8621
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